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BJ1496 .W47 2016

The wisdom of frugality : why less is more‐‐more or less

BL240.3 .C86 2009

Decoding the language of God : can a scientist really be a believer?

DT763 .M455 2011

Into the cannibal's pot : lessons for America from post‐apartheid South Africa

DT1719 .S675 2014

The South Africa reader : History, culture, politics

DT1787 .W66 2012

The making of modern South Africa : conquest, apartheid, democracy

DT1879 .K55 2011

Zulu rising : the epic story of Isandlwana and Rourke's Drift

HF352 .C37 2016

A brief history of entrepreneurship : the pioneers, profiteers, and racketeers who
shaped our world

HV6477 .R34 2016

Race, riots, and the police

JC479 .S6949 2017

Arguments for welfare : the welfare state and social policy

ML3760 .M85 2008

Focus : Music of South Africa

N6797.H57 L63 2016

Hockney's portraits and people

Juvenile
PZ7.C67345 Oqm 2007

A nest for Celeste : a story about art, inspiration, and the meaning of home

Juvenile PZ7.D493 Gym
2007

Gym candy

Juvenile
PZ7.G13853 Clu 2005x

Clumsy crab

Juvenile
PZ7.L6634 It 1996

It's mine!

Juvenile
PZ7.M13913 Fi 2004

First snow

Juvenile
PZ7.M478419 Jun 2014

Judy Moody, mood Martian

Juvenile
PZ7.O21 Gre 2015

Greetings from nowhere

Juvenile
PZ7.P2843 Woo 2010

Woods runner

Juvenile
PZ7.S5994 Sn 2011

Snow

Juvenile
PZ7.T4895 Hai 2007

Hair for Mama

Juvenile
PZ8.S3294 Wh 2013

Where the wild things are

Juvenile
PZ8.Z38 Ru 1996

Rumpelstiltskin

Juvenile
PZ8.3 .G3273 2015

Ten little ladybugs

Juvenile
PZ8.3.M418 Ch 1989

Chicka Chicka Boom Boom.

Q175.32.E85 S73 2016

The scientific approach to evolution : what they didn't teach you in biology

QA76.76.C672 G66 2016 Polished game development : from first steps to final release
QA484 .P66 2016

The circle : a mathematical exploration beyond the line

QB981 .H3773 2005

A briefer history of time

QC75 .K18 2009

Physics of the impossible : a scientific exploration into the world of phasers, force
fields, teleportation, and time travel

QC173.57 .G37 1997

Relativity simply explained

QC176 .H6 1992

The nature of solids

QC981 .W33 2014

The weather handbook : an essential guide to how weather is formed and develops

QD33 .M35 2013

Understand basic chemistry concepts

QE522 .R68 2015

Volcanoes, earthquakes, and tsunamis : a complete introduction

QE534.3 .R63 2016

Earth‐shattering events : earthquakes, nations, and civilization

QE571 .N53 2009

Sedimentology and stratigraphy

QH367 .E96 2015

Evolutionists say the oddest things : surprising admissions from leading scientists

QH442 .K66 2016

GMO sapiens : the life‐changing science of designer babies

QH442 .R37 2007

Recombinant DNA : genes and genomes : a short course

QH543 .W35 2014

Lucky planet : why Earth is exceptional‐‐ and what that means for life in the universe

QL82 .O26 2015

Resurrection science : conservation, de‐extinction and the precarious future of wild
things

QL430.3.O2 C678 2013

Octopus! : the most mysterious creature in the sea

QL548 .B76 2003

Kaufman field guide to butterflies of North America

QL675 .B57 2016

The most perfect thing : inside (and outside) a bird's egg

QL696.C83 D382 2015

Cuckoo : cheating by nature

QL715 .H69 2016

National Geographic pocket guide to the mammals of North America

QL761 .B753 2016

Wild sex : the science behind mating in the animal kingdom

RA418.5.P6 A27 2015

Diseases of poverty : epidemiology, infectious diseases, and modern plagues

RA780.5 .B76 2003

Teach Yourself: Massage

RA784 .A33 2016

Food forensics : the hidden toxins lurking in your food and how you can avoid them
for lifelong health

RB155 .M85 2016b

The gene : an intimate history

S441 .H83 2016

American farms, American food : a geography of agriculture and food production in
the United States

SB347 .O88 2012

Pumpkin : the curious history of an American icon

SB472.47 .W55 2016

Drawing for landscape architects : construction and design manual

TK5105.888 .L96 2016

Web style guide : foundations of user experience design
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